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Abstract 

Cloud computing enables highly configurable and reliable computing resources 
on a rentable per-use scheme, facilitating quick and cost-effective provisioning 
of large-scale applications. Thanks to the fast-paced evolution of cutting-edge 
technologies and the rapid spread of cloud-based solutions, the cloud computing 
ecosystem is now part of our everyday lives. Nevertheless, cloud computing relies 
on highly sophisticated data centers comprising energy-consuming servers and equip-
ment that require much energy. Stimulating cloud services for active participation 
and network contributions presents several challenges. Strategies based on artificial 
intelligence (AI), game theory, and blockchain have great potential to create an eco-
nomically sustainable cloud ecosystem. This paper explores strategies grounded in AI, 
game theory, and blockchain to foster an economically sustainable cloud ecosystem. 
Informed by a survey study, our research delves into incentive approaches within cloud 
computing. Theoretical foundations, motivations, and enabling techniques are 
comprehensively examined to provide valuable insights for a broad audience. The 
primary contributions of this work lie in elucidating the application of AI, game theory, 
and blockchain to address challenges in incentivizing cloud services, paving the way 
for a more sustainable and efficient cloud computing landscape.
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Introduction
Cloud computing is among the most rapidly evolving trends in today’s technological 
age [1]. Compared with current IT services, cloud computing offers on-demand ser-
vices, mobile storage, rapid elasticity, broad network services, improved security, access 
anytime and anywhere, resource maximization, and multi-tenacity [2]. In recent years, 
cloud computing has opened up opportunities for numerous businesses to move, run, 
and maintain software services in cloud environments, enabling them to gain immedi-
ate access to a broad range of services. Further, to satisfy customers’ requirements, each 
service is tailored and personalized [3]. The advent of big data originally put a strain 
on existing commodity hardware, which did not have the capabilities to cope with het-
erogeneous workloads originating from various sources and being processed [4]. Conse-
quently, several IT organizations are transferring their facilities to cloud environments 
in order to handle a wide range of distinct and varied workloads. Cloud computing offers 
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multiple advantages, such as robust virtual infrastructures, easily accessible offerings, 
flexibility, and expandability. These features motivate enterprises to shift infrastructure 
from the on-premises environment to cloud environments to minimize administrative 
burdens and leverage virtualized architectures in data centers to provide customers with 
great flexibility and high availability [5].

Cloud computing has become a powerful and revolutionary force changing how com-
puting resources are provided in today’s digital age. The company offers three distinct 
services: software as a service (SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and infrastructure 
as a service (IaaS) [6]. These services fundamentally change the way businesses acquire 
and utilize computing resources. SaaS enables the immediate access and availability of 
software applications, while PaaS provides a framework for developers to create and 
launch applications. IaaS allows customers to access and utilize scalable infrastructure 
resources, allowing for flexible and cost-effective allocation. Virtualization is an essential 
strategy in cloud computing configurations. It involves dividing the hardware resources 
of hosts, known as physical machines (PMs), into separate execution environments 
called virtual machines (VMs). VMs are independent systems hosted on a PM and 
controlled by a VM monitor (VMM) or hypervisor. Effectively managing these virtual 
resources within cloud data centers is crucial, guaranteeing optimal use of resources, 
quality of service, and energy efficiency.

Effective PM management is crucial, especially in relation to energy consumption in 
cloud data centers, illustrated in Fig.  1. Efficiently utilizing these physical resources is 
crucial for improving service quality, increasing return on investment (ROI) and lower-
ing energy waste. Therefore, tackling these issues in managing resources has become a 
central focus in maximizing the potential advantages of cloud computing while reduc-
ing the corresponding environmental effects. In addition, the remarkable scalability and 
flexibility of cloud computing have revolutionized conventional computing paradigms. 
Nevertheless, this transformation has brought forth new difficulties concerning the dis-
tribution of resources, flexible provisioning, and the general effectiveness of the system. 

Fig. 1 Energy consumption considerations in cloud data centers
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Therefore, incentive-based strategies have become more necessary to tackle these dif-
ficulties. Incentive systems are crucial for stimulating user engagement, promoting the 
sharing of resources, and maximizing the optimal use of cloud resources. This, in turn, 
contributes to the development of a sustainable and effective cloud ecosystem.

Considering the diversity of large distributed applications, extensive data analytics 
mechanisms are necessary to analyze the data effectively [7]. Furthermore, evolving soft-
ware development models, including serverless computing, offer unique resource con-
sumption forms autonomously determined by the application’s demands [8, 9]. With 
container technologies, lightweight virtualization improves cloud utilization and lowers 
application provisioning latency. To estimate resource requirements before deploying 
distributed resources, novel scheduling and resource provisioning strategies are nec-
essary to support fog and cloud computing [10]. The cloud computing environment is 
gaining traction as a new approach for Earth science researchers to solve the complex 
challenges they face in computing and analysis. Currently, the community relies on dedi-
cated supercomputers, which are expensive and frequently undergo slag periods or inef-
ficiencies. An exciting hypothesis suggests that cloud computing could substitute for a 
standalone supercomputer [11]. In this paper, we conduct a thorough survey and analy-
sis of incentive-driven methodologies in cloud computing. The study clarifies incentives’ 
crucial role in establishing a long-term cloud ecosystem. It emphasizes the challenges, 
potentials, and solutions associated with these incentive-based approaches.

Compared with related works, our study includes distinctive contributions and 
advances that make it stand out in the cloud computing research landscape. A com-
prehensive exploration of the synergies between AI, game theory, and blockchain has 
not been done in the identified related works, primarily focused on individual aspects 
of incentive-driven approaches within cloud computing. While existing studies focus 
on one or two incentive mechanisms, our research integrates insights from all three 
approaches, providing a more nuanced and comprehensive view. Unlike previous studies 
that occasionally provide fragmented analyses of incentive mechanisms, our study sys-
tematically analyzes the benefits and challenges of each category: AI, game theory, and 
blockchain. This way, we can better understand how these diverse approaches interact 
and collectively impact the cloud computing ecosystem.

Background
Cloud computing has consolidated several software platforms under one roof. Cloud 
computing is the most efficient way of addressing high resource consumption by trans-
forming resources into on-demand services. Cloud service providers typically provide a 
wide range of services, which may include security issues such as throughput, availability, 
and reliability. Cloud computing has grown significantly as a result of virtualization [12]. 
This technology enables resource sharing in cloud systems, allowing different functions 
to operate simultaneously across multiple platforms. The technology enables the parti-
tioning of hardware resources by simulating complete or partial machines comprising 
multiple execution environments capable of functioning independently. In conventional 
architectures, each physical machine typically supports only one natively installed oper-
ating system (OS) to ensure stability and uniformity. Native environments are faster than 
virtualized environments. In the latter case, CPU utilization can increase by 40 to 60%. 
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However, virtualized environments allocate resources more closely to the needs of actual 
tasks than traditional architectures, where an entire host is devoted to the same task. 
Cloud computing encompasses various virtualization technologies, including network 
and storage virtualization [13].

VMs form the backbone of cloud infrastructure and are illusions created by emulating 
a computer device and executing applications. Hypervisors are used in the cloud environ-
ment to distribute hardware resources virtualized by VM-based virtualization. VMM, as a 
hypervisor, allows multiple OSs to collaborate on a single PM via VMs. It is the manage-
ment layer responsible for managing and controlling all VMs running independent oper-
ating systems. H. The second type of hypervisor, a hosted hypervisor, is software running 
within another operating system. The third system level is the guest operating system, 
which runs above the hardware. Hypervisors that run bare metal on the host machine do 
not require a host operating system, which consumes additional resources. Bare metal 
hypervisors perform better than type 2 since there is no additional software layer between 
the host hardware and the virtual machines. The type 1 hypervisor is more resource-effi-
cient and secure but requires a particular configuration on the host machine [14].

The IoT has emerged as a transformative force, seamlessly integrating physical devices 
and sensors into the digital realm [15, 16]. IoT plays a pivotal role in the cloud comput-
ing ecosystem by generating vast amounts of real-time data. This data influx, ranging 
from environmental conditions to user behavior, is harnessed by cloud platforms to fuel 
advanced analytics, enabling businesses to make informed decisions [17]. Cloud comput-
ing is the backbone for processing and storing this voluminous IoT data, providing scalable 
resources to handle the dynamic requirements of diverse IoT applications [18]. The sym-
biotic relationship between IoT and cloud computing enhances efficiency, scalability, and 
accessibility, laying the foundation for innovative solutions across industries, from smart 
cities to healthcare [19].

Artificial intelligence (AI) and its subsets, including machine learning, deep learning, 
and neural networks, constitute the intelligence powerhouse within the cloud comput-
ing ecosystem. AI algorithms leverage the computational prowess of cloud servers to ana-
lyze vast datasets, recognize patterns, and make data-driven predictions [20]. Embedded 
within cloud-based applications, machine learning algorithms continuously refine their 
models based on new data, fostering adaptability and enhancing decision-making capa-
bilities [21, 22]. Deep learning, particularly with neural networks, thrives on the robust 
computational infrastructure offered by cloud services, enabling the training of complex 
models for image and speech recognition, natural language processing, and more [23, 24]. 
The marriage of AI and cloud computing empowers businesses with intelligent insights 
and democratizes access to sophisticated AI capabilities, making them accessible to a 
broader range of industries and applications. Together, these technologies forge a dynamic 
synergy, propelling the cloud computing ecosystem into the forefront of innovation and 
intelligent computing solutions [25].

Methods
This study aims to comprehensively explore and analyze incentive approaches 
applied to cloud computing, focusing on understanding the challenges and poten-
tial solutions in creating an economically sustainable cloud ecosystem. The study 
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employs a survey-based research design to gather insights from existing literature 
and relevant sources. The research setting involves a thorough examination of schol-
arly articles, reports, and other academic resources related to incentive-driven cloud 
computing. Since this study is based on a survey of existing literature and resources, 
no direct participants are involved. Instead, the primary materials consist of pub-
lished research papers, conference proceedings, white papers, and technical reports 
that discuss various incentive approaches within the cloud computing domain. 
These materials are selected based on their relevance, credibility, and contribution 
to understanding incentive mechanisms and their implications for cloud services. 
The study involves a systematic review of incentive approaches applied to cloud 
computing. To achieve this, the following processes are carried out:

• Literature search and selection: A comprehensive search is conducted across var-
ious academic databases, including IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, PubMed, 
and Google Scholar. Keywords related to cloud computing, incentives, artificial 
intelligence, game theory, and blockchain are used to identify relevant literature. 
The retrieved articles are screened based on their titles, abstracts, and full texts 
to determine their eligibility for inclusion in the study.

• Data extraction and synthesis: Selected articles are thoroughly reviewed, and 
relevant information related to incentive mechanisms, challenges, solutions, 
and outcomes is extracted. This process involves categorizing the incentive 
approaches into different types, such as monetary rewards, resource allocation, 
reputation systems, and more. The extracted data are synthesized to create a 
comprehensive overview of the incentive landscape in cloud computing.

• Comparison and analysis: The identified incentive approaches are analyzed in 
terms of their theoretical foundations, motivations, enabling technologies, and 
potential benefits. A comparative analysis is conducted to highlight the strengths 
and limitations of each approach, as well as their applicability to different cloud 
computing scenarios.

• Identification of challenges and solutions: The challenges associated with imple-
menting incentive-driven cloud computing are identified through the literature 
review. Each challenge is examined in detail, and potential solutions that leverage 
artificial intelligence, game theory, blockchain, or other relevant technologies are 
discussed.

• Discussion of findings: The synthesized information is discussed in the context 
of the broader cloud computing ecosystem. Implications for creating an econom-
ically sustainable cloud environment are considered, and insights are drawn from 
the reviewed literature to provide a comprehensive understanding of the incen-
tive mechanisms’ impact.

• Ethical considerations: Since the study is based on existing published materials, 
ethical considerations related to participant privacy and informed consent are 
not applicable. Proper citation and attribution are ensured to maintain the integ-
rity of the sources used.
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Incentive approaches for the cloud ecosystem

Blockchain‑enabled approaches

The blockchain functions as a distributed ledger that extends across the entire network. 
With decentralized consent, blockchains allow contracting without a trusted third party 
and validating jointly disseminated items. Therefore, blockchains can perform decentral-
ized contract confirmations, significantly reducing operational costs and traffic at the 
central organization. Blockchains also have unchallengeable transactions since every 
node within the network keeps a ledger of all transactions [19]. Furthermore, crypto-
graphic methods ensure the integrity of the information blocks within the blockchain. 
Therefore, blockchains offer nonnegotiability of communication. In addition, all con-
tracts can be tracked by all users due to the significant timestamp. In a blockchain, 
transactions are represented by headers in the form of blocks. The hash of the predeces-
sor reflects all headers and metadata in the block. The first position resides within the 
primary block known as the genesis block, a block without a predecessor. Merkle trees 
are used to hash Ethereum and Bitcoin transactions. As illustrated in Fig. 2, blockchains 
are made up of repeated chains of blocks. The hash value of each transaction on a block-
chain links to the block directly before the current block (referred to as the parent block) 
by a reciprocal step in the form of the parent block’s hash value [26].

Figure  3 illustrates a block with two parts: the header and the body. The header 
includes the Merkle tree root hash, block version, parent block hash, timestamp, nonce, 
and nBits. The block version identifies the block validation regulations that are being 
followed. The parent block hash value demonstrated the original block hash, a value of 
256 bits. The hash values of all transactions within the block are included in the Merkle 
tree root hash. Nonce, a four-byte value, typically starts at 0 and rises during all hash 
calculations. A timestamp represents time measured in UTC since 1970 January 1. The 
nBits value represents the hash point of a genuine block. There is a counter for transac-
tions in the body of the block. The blockchain uses asymmetric encryption to validate 
the authenticity of transactions. In dishonest environments, asymmetric cryptography 
based on digital signatures is employed.

Blockchain technology and smart contracts are causing significant disruptions in 
several engineering and computer science domains. Blockchain technology has the 
potential to revolutionize the data centers in the cloud computing business. The decen-
tralized operating paradigm of blockchain makes it a possible alternative to centralized 

Fig. 2 An example of a blockchain with a continuous sequence of blocks
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cloud-based services. Due to its low prices and minimum administrative requirements, 
blockchain has the potential to become an essential element in fulfilling the needs of 
cloud systems. Current studies have prioritized the use of blockchain technology to 
ensure the security and trustworthiness of cloud-based services. The merging of block-
chain with cloud computing poses many challenges:

• The cloud is fully controlled from a central location and offers limited visibility 
and trust settings, whereas the blockchain was established based on the concept of 
decentralization. Due to legal and legislative constraints, complete elimination of 
centralization is unattainable. Therefore, a hybrid approach is necessary, where the 
cloud provider retains some authority while ensuring transparency and confidence 
with cloud customers.

• Data stored in the cloud is safeguarded against unwanted access, yet it is openly 
available on the blockchain. The widespread adoption of blockchain-based cloud ser-
vices will be driven by concerns around privacy.

• Blockchain solutions naturally suffer from scalability issues, while cloud systems have 
the capacity to grow rapidly.

• Cloud systems achieve reduced latency by leveraging edge computing. Blockchain is 
unsuitable for time-sensitive applications because of its low latency. To address the 
aforementioned issues, private and consortium blockchains have been suggested. 
Nevertheless, these methods diminish transparency and decentralization.

Notwithstanding the aforementioned concerns, the integration of blockchain tech-
nology with cloud-based applications is imperative. However, notwithstanding the 
problems mentioned before, the issue continues to arise as to how to achieve com-
patibility between blockchain and cloud technologies. Cloud computing’s appeal as a 
business model is enhanced by the availability of outsourcing services. However, there 
is a mutual lack of confidence between consumers and outsourcing service providers. 
BCPay, a blockchain-based fair payment framework for outsourcing services in cloud 
computing that achieves soundness and robust fairness, was introduced by Zhang and 

Fig. 3 Block design
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Deng [14]. It is also highly effective in transaction volume and computational costs. 
Velmurugadass, Dhanasekaran [27] have developed a cloud-based software-defined 
network (SDN) that monitors operations on particular data and evidence. The SDN 
controller utilizes a blockchain approach to safeguard the evidence obtained through 
data and user signatures. The investigator conducts report production, review of evi-
dence, retrieval of evidence, and identification in accordance with the logical graph of 
evidence (LGoE).

Wilczyński and Kołodziej [28] introduced a new cloud scheduler model due to block-
chain technology. The model has improved the efficiency of preparing schedules, and 
the simulator returns a schedule with a proper makespan compared to earlier individual 
scheduling methods. Li, Liang [29] proposed a blockchain-enabled robust cost-aware 
data caching strategy that minimizes cache data tampering. A new exchange scheme is 
presented to address trust issues between consumers, sellers, and agents. Rahman, Islam 
[30] proposed merging blockchain and SDN into a cloud computing platform to address 
security risks associated with cloud computing. Utilizing a distributed blockchain net-
work allows data to be stored and transmitted securely, allowing for scalability, flexibil-
ity, and privacy. The distributed nature of the blockchain also ensures that data is kept 
secure and private while also providing the necessary integrity to maintain the system.

An audit log is vital for monitoring users’ and administrators’ activities, but it can be 
vulnerable to manipulation if attackers can access the system. Attackers can modify and 
delete log entries or even create false entries to cover their tracks. Securing these records 
from unauthorized access is essential to managing audit logs. To prevent unauthor-
ized access to the log, it must be kept in a secure location with restricted access, and 
all access to the log should be logged and monitored. Additionally, the log should be 
regularly backed up and stored in a secure offsite location to ensure that any modifica-
tions or deletions can be detected and remedied. Ali, Khan [31] proposed a log manage-
ment system using blockchain to cope with several limitations. It outperformed previous 
models regarding functionality and performance. Xu, Chen [32] presents a blockchain-
based technique for controlling cloudlets in a multimedia workflow. It utilizes NSGA III 
to enhance the quality of service for multi-media applications and ELECTRE to address 
the decision-making requirements for optimal scheduling.

Intelligent cloud computing in the logistics industry is increasingly critical in eco-
nomic development worldwide. Nevertheless, data confidentiality during the opera-
tion procedure prevents information sharing. In order to address these challenges, Fu, 
Hu [5] propose a hyperconnected trunk logistics alliance (HTLA) system that incor-
porates big data and blockchain technology. This framework improves service quality, 
enforces administrative control, and facilitates stakeholders’ cooperation. Through-
out the last few decades, cloud computing has emerged as one of the fastest-growing 
technologies to affect traditional application operations. Edge computing can solve 
the problem of a centralized cloud lacking the dispersion required for collaborative 
applications. To tackle the trust and incentive model issue, Zhou, Shi [33] proposed 
ALLSTAR, a blockchain technology framework that enhances the trust between the 
cloud and edge resources to facilitate seamless integration. In this investigation, the 
authors examine the challenges in using distributed cloud and edge resources and 
propose a new business model based on permissioned blockchains.
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Game theory‑enabled approaches

Game theory describes the strategies employed by different players in a given game. 
Generally, a game involves the interaction of several players in accordance with a set 
of rules. The different strategies employed by each player are based on their individual 
objectives, knowledge, and preferences. Game theory allows players to analyze their 
strategies in order to maximize their chances of success in the game. A player may be 
an individual, a machine, a company, or an association. According to game theory, the 
actions of the current player are not the only factor that determines the outcome of the 
game. Other players’ actions are also taken into account. This makes this approach very 
scalable and versatile. According to game theory, the outcome is also affected by the 
expected return calculated for each player in advance of a decision, representing each 
player’s satisfaction. Consequently, players will take action and make decisions in order 
to maximize their reward [34].

Game models can be divided into three categories, the static game model, the coop-
erative game model, and the noncooperative game model. Cooperative game mod-
els involve multiple players working together towards the same objective. To illustrate 
such a game, Akkarajitsakul, Hossain [35] outlined a novel approach to mobile-based 
networks involving the formation of coalitions among a variety of mobile devices, each 
joining or leaving according to their reward. Noncooperative game models involve play-
ers working independently to achieve their own objectives. This problem can be solved 
by Nash equilibrium, which has gained wide acceptance as a solution in recent years. 
Static game models involve players making decisions without considering the decisions 
of other players. The static prisoner’s problem and the static zero-sum game are exam-
ples of this type of game. During the static prisoner’s dilemma, participants are given the 
option to cooperate with authorities or defy them. In the two cases, a certain punish-
ment price is imposed in exchange for cooperation, and a certain price is imposed for 
deviating. The defector and co-worker will receive punishment and substandard prices, 
respectively, for one defector and one cooperator. In a static zero-sum game, the inter-
ests of the players are complementary. In other words, one player’s best outcome has the 
opposite effect on another and vice versa.

A promising trend in cloud computing is the provision of numerous resources on a 
charge-per-use basis. The services provided by the cloud can be categorized into three 
categories: software, platform, and infrastructure. Cloud service providers are usually 
concerned with optimizing their revenues, while cloud users expect the highest level 
of service quality. This can result in conflict between cloud providers and consumers, 
and admission requests must be made to satisfy both. Baranwal and Vidyarthi [36] apply 
game theory to manage cloud requests. They model the competition between cloud pro-
viders and consumers using a game-theoretic approach. This approach allows them to 
identify strategies that optimize the satisfaction of both parties, leading to higher-quality 
cloud services and improved customer satisfaction. An analysis of the performance of a 
model has been conducted through simulation using the CloudSim simulator. The find-
ings suggest that it could be implemented in cloud middleware in the future.

Increasing the number of Internet-connected equipment necessitates the develop-
ment of more effective approaches to determine the most appropriate service com-
bination from a variety of services available in edge clouds, as well as to compose 
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complex IoT workflows. Therefore, cloud-enabled fog computing demands an infra-
structure for managing, composing, and providing IoT services for IoT-cloud inte-
gration. In previous research, certain characteristics of fog computing were not 
considered, including its efficient resource allocation, reduced energy consumption, 
and low latency. A cloud-based platform for IoT service selection and composition 
in fog computing was created by Emami Khansari and Sharifian [37]. This platform 
allows selecting the most suitable IoT service from a fog-enabled cloud platform to 
progress the quality-of-service metrics. This includes distributed resource utilization, 
latency, and bandwidth utilization, which are all important metrics to consider when 
selecting an IoT service. The research suggests an evaporation-based water cycle 
algorithm and multi-objective evolutionary game theory to optimize the IoT work-
flow in cloud-assisted fog computing environments regarding CPU utilization, power 
consumption, and latency. By optimizing the IoT workflow, the proposed algorithm 
can reduce power consumption and latency while at the same time ensuring that the 
available resources are being used efficiently. This contributes to ensuring that the 
system can meet the demands of the users while minimizing the overall cost.

Task scheduling has grown to be a hot research topic due to the popularity of cloud 
computing technologies. Compared to traditional distributed systems, the task sched-
uling problem in cloud computing is more complicated. To address this complex-
ity, research has been conducted to develop efficient scheduling algorithms that can 
adapt to the ever-changing demands of cloud computing systems. As a mathematical 
tool, Yang, Jiang [38] created a simplified model for cloud task scheduling according 
to game theory. The rate allocation strategy on the node is computed utilizing a game 
strategy in accordance with the cooperative game model. The suggested algorithm 
provides a better optimization result, according to an analysis of experimental results.

The security of cloud computing is complicated by the fact that each service model 
uses a different infrastructure. Cloud computing systems that change their state very 
rapidly cannot be assessed using current security risk assessment models. A scala-
ble security risk assessment model for cloud computing was created by Furuncu and 
Sogukpinar [39] as a solution to this issue. Using this method, any risk in the system 
is assessed to determine what role the cloud provider or system’s tenant should play 
in resolving it.

Mobile edge computing (MEC) allows for resource-constrained intelligent mobile 
devices to perform highly computational tasks. Mobile devices may provide custom-
ers with intelligent services that have reduced latency and energy consumption com-
pared to cloud computing. This is achieved by transferring jobs to the edge of the 
network, which is closer to the consumers. Although mobile edge computing outper-
forms cloud computing in terms of low latency and reliability, cloud computing has 
not yet completely been replaced by mobile edge computing. Aiming to maximize 
the utilization of computing resources and leverage parallel computing, Xu, Xie [40] 
explores the possibility of offloading several mobile devices in the context of cloud-
side collaboration. By way of game theory, they first determine the optimal offloading 
decision for edge-to-terminal terminals, then determine the optimal offloading deci-
sions for cloud-edge terminals that select to offload to the edge, and at least arrive at 
optimal offloading on the three sides of the cloud-edge terminal. An algorithm for 
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computing offloading is presented based on this concept. Compared to the traditional 
method, this technique typically improves by 32% under the time delay constraint.

In addition to building their IT infrastructure, more and more organizations purchase 
cloud resources for their daily business operations as cloud technology improves and 
the economy expands. Therefore, it is imperative to comprehend the economics of cloud 
computing. Liu, Xiao [34] concentrate their efforts on analyzing private idle comput-
ing resources that are owned by different organizations with the intention of forming a 
network of ad hoc cloud service providers as well as selling their services to cloud users. 
In this circumstance, an organization can both sell its idle computing resources in an ad 
hoc manner and meet its demands. Organizations, as providers, are naturally inclined 
to maximize their profits by adjusting sales prices and business costs. Because of the 
uncertainty of the number of idle computing resources, dynamic pricing is challenging. 
They formulate the issue as a noncooperative game between numerous organizations as 
well as look at it in the context of game theory. Each player’s profits are represented by a 
utility function. The players select requests and sales service strategies to maximize the 
utility function. This research has demonstrated that the game problem has a Nash equi-
librium. A proximal iteration algorithm (IPA) was proposed for calculating Nash equilib-
rium. The authors found that the IPA algorithms converge to Nash equilibrium solutions 
when reasonable conditions are met and conform to the theoretical proofs. Experimen-
tal findings demonstrate that the recommended algorithm efficiently reaches a stable 
state by determining optimal service request methods for all companies and marketing 
tactics for each firm.

As cloud computing has grown in popularity, it brings many advantages to the world 
in terms of accessibility, scalability, and cost-effectiveness. Still, it also poses risks and 
vulnerabilities in terms of network security. A more safe and more secure network 
structure can be achieved by identifying vulnerable data centers that are susceptible to 
attacks. Hosseini and Vakili [41] examine the vulnerabilities of malware data centers in 
cloud computing infrastructure. They present a model for identifying vulnerable data 
centers in cloud computing based on an analysis of the cloud computing system using 
game theory. As a mathematical tool, this paper develops a model based on game theory.

Cloud computing provides a scalable method of consuming services beyond small sys-
tems through virtualization. There may be a need to form a group of virtual machines 
together in a cloud that offers resources such as processors, memory, and hard disks. In 
order to manage cloud resources cost-effectively, there needs to be a strategy that mini-
mizes waste while configuring services ahead of time. Based on the principles of coali-
tion formation and the uncertainty principle of game theory, Pillai and Rao [42] propose 
a resource allocation mechanism for machines in the cloud. This study compares the 
results of applying this mechanism with existing cloud-based resource allocation tech-
niques. This method of allocating resources by forming coalitions of machines in the 
cloud also results in better utilization of resources and higher levels of satisfaction with 
requests.

Artificial intelligence‑enabled approaches

With AI, the cloud platform can monitor the load and dynamically adjust it to improve 
QoS parameters, optimize power consumption, or reduce infrastructure costs. AI 
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encompasses a diverse array of search techniques, including machine learning, rein-
forcement learning, and planning [43]. Data-intensive tasks in today’s world require 
enhanced intelligence to ensure optimal scheduling decisions, virtual machine migra-
tions, etc., under various constraints [44]. The constraints can be characterized by 
bandwidth limitations, computation capabilities, and service level agreements (SLAs) 
or deadline requirements. Many studies have attempted to improve the performance of 
fog and cloud systems using AI techniques [45]. Several publications explore the most 
efficient scheduling strategies for cloud computing, virtualization techniques, and dis-
tribution systems. The goal functions are optimized utilizing techniques such as genetic 
algorithms, supervised machine learning, or even deep reinforcement learning. AI offers 
a profitable opportunity to enhance massive systems with vast amounts of data in a 
straightforward, efficient, and cost-effective way by automating decision-making instead 
of depending on human-designed rules.

The combination of IoT and multimedia applications with traditional cloud and edge 
computing architectures has changed the nature of centrally managed networks dra-
matically [46]. These centralized cloud and edge computing networks face new routing 
and security challenges. The vulnerability of these networks can be attributed to cyber-
attacks and malicious actions. Malicious activities result in link failures, incorrect for-
warding decisions, and diverted paths [47]. The detection of these activities requires an 
effective method for detecting malicious switches that divert data traffic and degrade 
the performance of the network. The trust of edge devices is another aspect to consider, 
as we always need reliable devices to transmit data from IoT devices to SDN networks. 
Qureshi, Jeon [48] proposed an SDN-based anomaly detection framework for edge 
computing-based IoT network architectures. In addition, they developed an anomaly 
detection system that detects the behavior of edge computing and SDN devices. They 
proposed establishing a trusted authority for edge computing to ensure trust in edge 
devices. For the specified trusted domain, the edge device functions as a certificate 
authority. To overcome the overhead associated with edge devices, the edge node vali-
dates the key only once, and once the trust is established, communication is conducted 
with locally generated certificates.

Due to the widespread adoption of cloud data centers, hosting application services 
in the cloud has become a common practice. The resource requirements of modern 
applications have also increased sharply in data-intensive industries. Consequently, 
an increased number of cloud servers are being provisioned, resulting in more energy 
usage, which raises sustainability issues. Traditional strategies and algorithms for han-
dling cloud resources efficiently are limited in their ability to address scalability and 
adaptability issues. Most existing research fails to capture the dependency between host 
characteristics, resources consumed, and scheduling decisions. This results in limited 
scalability and higher computing resource requirements, especially for situations requir-
ing nonstationary resources. In order to overcome the shortcomings mentioned above, 
Tuli, Gill [49] introduce HUNTER, an AI-based holistic resource allocation approach 
for sustainable cloud computing. Based on three significant models: energy, cooling, and 
thermal, the proposed model represents energy conservation in data centers in terms 
of a multi-objective scheduling problem. An optimal scheduling decision is generated 
by using gated graph convolution networks to approximate the quality of service of a 
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system. The gated graph convolution networks used by HUNTER are able to capture the 
dependencies between tasks in a system and make scheduling decisions based on those 
dependencies. This allows for more efficient scheduling decisions that result in lower 
energy consumption and lower SLA violations, leading to an overall better quality of 
service.

Deep neural networks (DNNs) are integral to an array of cutting-edge AI applications. 
DNNs are powerful tools for recognizing patterns in large datasets and making accu-
rate predictions. They are used in applications like image recognition, natural language 
processing, and autonomous vehicles. In traditional training techniques for DNNs, 
cloud computing centers or central servers are typically used for centralized learning. 
However, this process is generally resource-intensive and time-consuming because of 
the need to transmit large amounts of data samples to the remote cloud from the edge 
device. In an effort to address these shortcomings, Liu, Chen [50] propose optimizing 
DNN learning by using mobile-edge-cloud computing. A hierarchical edge AI learning 
model is proposed by the authors, HierTrain, on a hierarchical mobile-edge architecture 
to train DNN efficiently. This new parallel computing technique takes advantage of the 
computing resources at different levels, such as edge devices, edge servers, and cloud 
centers, to distribute the training processes. It also uses the hierarchical structure of the 
DNN model layers as well as data samples, allowing the training process to be efficiently 
scheduled and balanced. As a result, HierTrain can achieve significant speedups over 
cloud-based hierarchical training.

As a long-standing issue in distributed and parallel computing, workflow scheduling 
aims to take advantage of computing resources to meet the requirements of the users. 
It has been suggested that scheduling methods can take advantage of the rapid response 
rates of edge computing platforms to increase the QoS for applications. Nevertheless, 
workflow scheduling in mobile edge-cloud environments poses significant challenges 
because of the heterogeneity of computational resources, mobile device latency changes, 
and the variability of workloads. A long-term optimization strategy with efficient mod-
eling of the QoS targets is essential to resolve such challenges. For scheduling workflow 
applications in mobile edge-cloud computing environments, Tuli, Casale [51] present 
Monte Carlo learning using deep surrogate (MCDS) models. MCDS models use rein-
forcement learning to train a deep learning model to predict the performance of the 
scheduled workload. This can then be used to determine the best scheduling strategy 
to use for the environment. In order to optimize scheduling decisions robustly, MCDS 
employs a tree-based search method and a surrogate model based on deep neural net-
works to evaluate the long-term effects of immediate changes on QoS. Based on experi-
ments conducted on real-world and simulated edge-cloud scenarios, MCDS is shown to 
be more efficient than traditional approaches regarding cost, SLA violations, response 
time, and energy consumption.

Results and discussion
In the previous section, we explored three main categories of approaches: blockchain-
enabled approaches, game theory-enabled approaches, and AI-enabled approaches. 
Each category offers unique advantages and challenges for enhancing cloud services and 
addressing various concerns in the cloud market. Table 1 summarizes the key advantages 
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and challenges associated with each category in cloud computing. The analysis provides 
insights into the distinctive features of each approach, emphasizing their contributions 
to enhancing cloud services and addressing pertinent challenges in the evolving cloud 
market.

In the context of blockchain-enabled approaches, we found that integrating blockchain 
with cloud computing can improve transparency, data privacy, and contract confirma-
tions. Blockchain’s decentralized ledger allows for transparent and secure contract con-
firmations, reducing operational costs in the cloud ecosystem. Additionally, data privacy 
and access control can be enhanced by leveraging blockchain to ensure permissioned 
and transparent data access. Smart contracts enable fair payment frameworks, promot-
ing robust and fair transactions in cloud outsourcing services. Furthermore, blockchain 
can be employed for secure log management, ensuring integrity and preventing unau-
thorized access to audit logs. The integration of blockchain technology also enhances 
trust between cloud and edge resources, facilitating seamless integration in distributed 
cloud environments.

Game theory-enabled approaches offer a strategic perspective for managing cloud 
requests, optimizing resource allocation, and addressing competition among cloud 
providers and consumers. By applying game theory to manage cloud requests, cloud 
providers can optimize the satisfaction of both parties, resulting in higher-quality 
cloud services and improved customer satisfaction. Coalition formation among virtual 
machines in cloud environments can optimize resource utilization and reduce waste. 
Game theory also enables the determination of dynamic pricing strategies for cloud ser-
vice providers, considering the uncertainty of demand and resource availability. Addi-
tionally, game theory-based anomaly detection frameworks can enhance the security of 
edge computing-based IoT networks by identifying malicious devices and switches.

AI-enabled approaches provide sophisticated techniques for optimizing cloud and 
edge computing systems. Holistic resource management models, such as HUNTER, 
enable sustainable cloud computing by optimizing energy conservation and resource 
scheduling in data centers. Hierarchical edge AI learning models, like HierTrain, 
efficiently train deep neural networks by utilizing computing resources at differ-
ent levels, resulting in significant speedups over traditional cloud-based training. In 

Table 1 Overview of incentive approaches in cloud computing

Approach Key advantages Challenges and considerations

Blockchain • Enhanced access control
• Secure contract confirmations
• Improved transparency and data privacy

• Integration issues with existing cloud architectures
• Addressing data privacy concerns during transac-
tions
• Scalability challenges for larger networks

Game theory • Anomaly detection in edge computing
• Resource allocation optimization
• Strategic cloud request management

• Security concerns in game theory-based anomaly 
detection
• Coalition formation complexities in cloud environ-
ments
• Determining optimal dynamic pricing strategies

AI • Optimization of workflow scheduling
• Hierarchical edge AI learning models
• Holistic resource management models

• Legal and ethical considerations in AI-based 
approaches
• Ensuring scalability of AI-based solutions
• Data privacy and security concerns in AI-based 
models
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edge-cloud environments, MCDS models can optimize workflow scheduling deci-
sions, improving QoS metrics and efficiency.

The reviewed incentive approaches that integrate blockchain, game theory, and AI 
in the cloud ecosystem hold great promise for enhancing cloud services. However, 
several challenges and integration issues need to be addressed to ensure their suc-
cessful implementation and widespread adoption.

• Hybrid approaches: Integrating multiple technologies such as blockchain, game 
theory, and AI requires carefully designed hybrid strategies. These strategies 
must strike a balance between decentralization, transparency, and scalability 
while also addressing privacy and performance concerns. Finding the right com-
bination of these technologies is essential to create robust and efficient incentive 
mechanisms in the cloud ecosystem.

• Scalability and security: Blockchain-based solutions, while offering enhanced 
security and transparency, can face scalability challenges as the size of the net-
work and the number of transactions increase. Ensuring that blockchain tech-
nology can handle the growing demands of the cloud services market is crucial. 
Additionally, AI-based models must address data privacy and security concerns, 
especially when dealing with sensitive data during training processes for deep 
learning models.

• Standardization: For these incentive approaches to be widely adopted, there 
needs to be industry-wide standardization and collaboration among cloud ser-
vice providers. Standardizing protocols and frameworks will promote interoper-
ability and enable seamless integration of different incentive mechanisms. More-
over, fostering trust among users is essential to drive adoption, as users must feel 
confident that their data and transactions are secure and transparent.

• Regulation and compliance: As blockchain, game theory, and AI become inte-
gral parts of the cloud ecosystem, there will be a need for clear regulations and 
compliance standards. Addressing legal and ethical considerations, particularly 
related to data privacy and usage, will be critical to ensure responsible and ethi-
cal implementation of these technologies.

• Cost and complexity: Implementing these advanced incentive approaches may 
involve additional costs and complexity for cloud service providers. It will be 
necessary to strike a balance between the benefits they provide and the resources 
required for their integration and maintenance.

• Education and awareness: To facilitate the adoption of these innovative 
approaches, there is a need for education and awareness campaigns to familiarize 
cloud service providers and users with the benefits and workings of blockchain, 
game theory, and AI in the context of cloud computing.

• Ethical considerations: As these technologies impact decision-making pro-
cesses in the cloud ecosystem, ensuring ethical considerations are accounted for 
becomes crucial. Avoiding biases, ensuring fairness, and maintaining transpar-
ency are essential aspects that need to be addressed in designing and implement-
ing these incentive mechanisms.
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Conclusions
As one of the leading computing paradigms, cloud computing has brought central-
ized computing services to the market. Cloud computing provides software, platform, 
and infrastructure services across shared delivery networks. This allows businesses 
to access computing resources on demand, scaling up and down as needed, with-
out purchasing, maintaining, and managing the underlying hardware and software. 
It also allows businesses to quickly launch new products and services to the market 
since they do not need to build and maintain the underlying infrastructure. The pre-
sent study clarified trends in cloud computing and discussed the impact of incentive 
approaches, specifically AI, game theory, and blockchain. Key findings highlight the 
potential of these approaches to address challenges and promote a sustainable cloud 
ecosystem. Looking ahead, future research should explore hybrid incentive strategies, 
tackle scalability and security concerns, promote standardization and collaboration, 
navigate regulatory landscapes, manage costs and complexity, and prioritize educa-
tion and awareness initiatives. The cloud computing landscape can evolve further by 
addressing these avenues, offering enhanced efficiency and user-centric services.
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